
T  he Ministry of Health, BC 150 and the BC Care Providers Association       
 have developed this fashion event to help illustrate the cultural connection 
between our history and our future, our youth and our elders.  
 
Fashion and design serve as a distinct hub where we all connect. One image, 
one ‘look’ has the power to define a decade and tell a story to young and old 
alike. As we focus our efforts to build healthy communities and foster ties be-
tween generations, we must also acknowledge how we influence our time and 
place in the most basic ways, particularly in how we dress. 
 
The project team wishes to express its sincere appreciation to Amelie d’Anjou for 
coordinating this fashion event and building today’s fashion slide show with im-
ages from the BC Royal Museum Archives and other online sources. Also, we 
wish to express our sincere gratitude to the BC fashion designers and models 
for their contributions to this entertaining event.
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Skyler Clothing is a Canadian Made line of fashionable every-
day wear with a touch of active wear. Skyler focuses on unprec-
edented quality, flattering fit, feminine colour choices and unique 
designs; essentially merging comfort with style to help women 
look and feel beautiful all the time. Multipurpose clothing is this 
generation’s choice to stay comfortable at all times and still look 
great! We offer our customers comfortable, fashionable and femi-
nine apparel that is designed to go from day to night. The gar-
ments are versatile and can be worn walking the dog, going to 
coffee with friends, or worn to the gym.

Survival has been the ongoing challenge for human beings – 
what to eat, where to sleep, what to wear. Designed for contem-
porary living, Hunt & Gather clothes are comfortable, made from 
delectable fabrics and have unusual cuts.  They are designed 
to be lived in (for weeks at a time, if one so desires).  They are 
clothes one could wear on a couture hunting trip, to an art open-
ing, or even to lunch with the queen! Hunt & Gather. We always 
have, and we always will.

Flaming Angels Designs is the creation of owner and designer 
Miriam.  Established in the summer of 2000, Flaming Angels is 
a steadily growing Vancouver-based company that is interested 
in every facet of the Gothic/Industrial/Fetish scene. Fascinated 
with the dark and uncanny side of underground fashion culture, 
Miriam is always looking forward to new projects.  Her mission? 
To provide arresting, distinctive and sinfully enticing apparel and 
accessories for the Goths cravings of Vancouver and elsewhere. 
Deviate from the mundane. Defy uniformity. Detonate martyrdom, 
find beauty in its destruction, and STAND OUT!

Mukado’s owner Muriel Demblans has realized her dream and 
opened her jewelry store 6 months ago on funky Main street and 
is featuring unique designers from Vancouver and France. Two 
exclusive lines from France: Metal Pointu’s from Paris features 
modern, chunky pieces, and Serge Breton’s line from Southern 
France which has a modern, medieval vibe and features Murano 
glass and crystal. Vancouver’s Shannon Stewart offers delicate 
and dainty silver pieces, while Sonja Picard is yoya themed. The 
contemporary artist Philippe Sokazo’s bright candy-colored paint-
ings are for sale too.

Our Featured Models:
Jovana Guboluvic 
Jovana started modeling when she was scouted by an agent in 
2006 at a high school fashion show fund-raiser. While  
working professionally in the culinary industry, Jovana was posing 
for photographers, collaborating with artists, and walking for local 
designers. She was quickly adopted by Portobello West Fashion 
and Art Market. Her modeling future lies in Montreal where she 
intends to move come Autumn.

Destiny Kuo 

Destiny has enjoyed being a part of a few fashion shows that 
has showcased lines from local designers as well as doing some 
print work. She loves to entertain people by performing and 
“struttin’ it on stage!”. She is also passionately pursuing a career 
in the entertainment industry whether it be acting or modeling, 
her heart lies in both.

Shannon Cotnam 
Shannon has been modeling and acting for 5 years. She is  
currently working at an acting school and living downtown. She 
stays very active while working out and dancing. She has a 
strong background in hip hop and break dance. She also Dj’s 
on her own time and is very involved with Vancouver’s night life 
industry. 

Max Phillips 
When not dangling off the sides of buildings in his new-found 
profession as a window caulker, Mr. Phillips can be found  
grinding his wheels at popular skateboard haunts or bombing 
steep hills around town. Interests include photography, film,  
paying off debt and trying to talk his boss into buying him a new 
cell phone. 

This New Westminster cooperative is run by 
three friends from Mission who share a  
passion for skate fashion. Their eclectic shop 
features the latest in skateboarding and  
snowboarding gear and clothing along with a 
variety of accessories. 
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